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Abstract—Flow-Aware Multi-Topology Adaptive Routing is a new proposal which provides multipath transmissions in the networks based on any IP routing protocol. However, due to utilization of flow tables which store flow forwarding information, it suffers from routing instability and the occurrence of failures. This problem is solved by the mechanism proposed in this letter. The mechanism is based on a Time-To-Live field from the IP protocol header. The mechanism is simple, yet very effective. The evaluation shows that at the cost of additional operations performed by routers the problem is completely eliminated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

 EVER since the problem of congestions started to appear, an interest in adaptive, i.e., load-sensitive routing mechanisms emerged. One may come up with an idea of changing routing protocol link costs dynamically, according to the current link load. For example, an algorithm may set the cost of a link to a predefined very high value when its load exceeds a defined threshold, and set it back to the default value when it falls below it. The information about the updated cost propagates to all routers which is a standard action performed by each routing protocol. In effect, routing tables change and this affects routing decisions.

A variation of such an idea was used in the first computer networks, for example in ARPANET [1]. The IGRP protocol (EIGRP predecessor) also used the path load information to construct the resulting routing table [2]. However, such an approach was abandoned, mostly due to the stability issues. Suppose that there are two paths, A and B. Path A has lower cost and, therefore, all the traffic is forwarded through it. When its load exceeds a defined threshold, its cost rises and, henceforth, path B becomes the cheaper one. All the traffic from path A is immediately switched to path B. Path A becomes unused. This means that after the next routing update, path A will be preferred again as it has lower cost because it is uncongested. The oscillations will continue and no equilibrium will be reached. Such oscillations between alternative paths lead to instability, which was shown in [3] and [4]. The performance of a network which undergoes oscillations can be even worse than the performance of a network which utilizes a simple fixed routing scheme [4].

Multipath transmission is possible in, e.g., MPLS. This letter [5] reviews various multipath routing possibilities. However, they are mostly based on manual configurations and are very complex. To our knowledge, many major operators have their MPLS nodes configured with such complexity that every change is problematic.

Flow-Aware Multi-Topology Adaptive Routing (FAMTAR) is a routing mechanism which does not introduce route flapping, is conceptually simple, and provides multipath transmissions. It is introduced in Section II. However, FAMTAR is susceptible to failures and this problem is not yet resolved, as is presented in Section III. In Section IV we present a method to solve the occurring problem of failures and loops. The method is then evaluated in Sections V and VI, after which this letter is summarized.

II. FLOW-AWARE MULTI-TOPLOGY ADAPTIVE ROUTING

FAMTAR is a new multipath adaptive routing mechanism, introduced in [6]. Traffic engineering in FAMTAR is based on currently popular concept of flows. Software Defined Networking with its OpenFlow protocol is a similar example. Also, there are many approaches to quality of service assurance which are based on flows [7].

The key idea of FAMTAR, which distinguishes it from the other approaches, is to employ alternative paths only if necessary and only to new transmissions. Upon congestion, new flows use alternative routes, whereas the old ones remain on their primary paths. Effectively, this results not only in adaptive routing, but also in multipath routing as many possible paths can be utilized simultaneously. This has been shown in [8]. To achieve that, the FAMTAR router caches once obtained route for each flow in a so-called Flow Forwarding Table (FFT), which is an entity distinct from the current routing table. FFT is an associative array in which the keys are flow identifying fields, such as, e.g., for the IPv4 protocol: IP addresses, port numbers and the protocol field, for the IPv6 protocol: IP addresses and the flow label field. For each flow, the FFT indicates the interface to which the packets are forwarded. This information is taken from the current routing table when the flow is added to the FFT, i.e., when its first packet appears. Entries in the FFT expire after some inactivity time.

When routing tables change, e.g., due to a link cost change or a failure somewhere in the network, only new flows are going to be routed according to the updated tables. Old flows, which were active before that event, are routed on their existing paths stored in the FFT. Since the original, optimal path does not take new flows, its load gradually declines as existing transmissions naturally end. Therefore, after some time, the cost of links on this path are set back to their default values, and the path starts to accept new traffic again. The described procedure ensures smooth transition of traffic as there are no rapid movements. All changes in the network affect only those flows which start their transmission after the event. To avoid frequent link cost changes, FAMTAR uses a hysteresis-based approach for link congestion notification as described in [6].
III. FAILURE-BASED LOOP PROBLEM IN FAMTAR

The FAMTAR mechanism ensures efficient and loop-free transmission in a stable network. One of the most important challenges of the FAMTAR approach is how to serve traffic when a link in the network fails.

In IP networks operated based on a dynamic routing protocol, such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) or Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS), the recovery from a failure is performed implicitly. After a link or node fails, the routers attached to this link inform all the other routers in the network about the noticed failure. The routing protocol is used to propagate the information about the topology change. As a result, routers change their routing tables to exclude paths with the failed link. The routing protocol selects new paths which are optimal at that moment and loop-free. Temporal loops may appear when the routing protocol is not in the converged state, for example, during updates. However, these usually last just for a few milliseconds and are immediately resolved when the routing protocol reaches convergence.

Unfortunately, this is problematic for FAMTAR. Here, routing table changes affect only new flows. Active flows, with identifiers registered to the FFT, are still routed according to their old routes stored in the FFT. As a result, when a FAMTAR router detects that it lost one of its neighbours, all flows forwarded to that neighbour must be deleted from the FFT. When new packets of these deleted flows arrive, they will be treated as belonging to new flows, and therefore, new FFT entries with the current routes will be created for them. However, with the mechanism described above, it is possible that paths from source (S) to destination (D) nodes will become permanently looped. Such a situation is presented in Fig. 1.

Suppose that traffic (flow F1) is sent from S to D. There are two possible paths: R1–R2–R3 (optimal with the cost of 2) and R1–R3 (with the cost of 3). As we can see, before the failure, packets of flow F1 are sent through interfaces Fa0 in R1 and Fa0 in R2 (green path). When the link between R2 and R3 goes down, R2 detects it because of lost carrier or neighbour adjacency. As a result, R2 changes the flow entry in the FFT. From that moment, packets of flow F1 will be sent through the interface Fa1 in R2 (red path). This means that packets of flow F1 will be sent back to R1. Unfortunately, based on the FFT in R1, they will be sent again to R2 through interface Fa0. The permanent loop which is created will last for as long as new packets of that flow will appear. It will be resolved only when the FFT entries for that flow will expire because of flow inactivity.

IV. TTL-BASED LOOP RESOLUTION MECHANISM

In this section, we propose a TTL-based mechanism to detect and resolve routing loops in FAMTAR networks. The key concept of this mechanism is to store the TTL value from a flow’s first packet in the FFT. When a packet of the active flow arrives, its TTL value is compared to the one stored in the FFT. If they match, everything works as originally proposed in [6] and summarized in Section II.

After the first packet appears, the path for the corresponding flow is fixed and does not change over time. Therefore, unequal TTL values may indicate that a loop appeared in the network. If a router receives the packet with the TTL lower than the one stored in the FFT, it may suggest that this packet arrives at the router for the second time. In such a case, the FFT entry for the particular flow should be removed from the list and the packet should be routed as if there were no entry for its flow in the FFT, i.e., it should be treated as a new flow and forwarded according to the current routing table.

A. Advantages, Disadvantages and Costs

The main advantage of using the TTL-based mechanism is the fact that it protects the FAMTAR networks against the occurrence of failures. The mechanism also protects the network against loops caused by the lack of routing protocol convergence. Such loops are transient in standard IP networks, but they may become permanent in FAMTAR. This happens when a new flow is added to the FFTs during temporal lack of routing protocol convergence in the network. However, the TTL comparison resolves this problem as well.

One drawback of the proposed mechanism is a fact that paths created after the loop resolution may be suboptimal from the global point of view. Such an example is presented in Fig. 2. We can see that normally (without failure), packets of flow F1 are forwarded through path composed of R0, R1, R2, and R3.
(green path). When the link between R2 and R3 fails, R1 has to find the path to R3 (red path). The direct link between R1 and R3 is chosen as from the R1’s point of view, this is the optimal path to D. However, globally, the optimal path goes through R0 and R3, omits R1, and is one hop shorter. Although the creation of suboptimal paths is possible, it is not problematic. This is because even if the path is not optimal, it still avoids congested links which is guaranteed by FAMTAR. We reckon that it is better to use longer, but uncongested path, rather than a shorter one with congestion problems.

We assume that the TTL values for a particular flow do not vary on entering the domain, i.e., previous operator does not practise intra-flow multipath routing. To ensure that all incoming packets of a particular flow have the same TTL, an operator can optionally change the TTL values in a border router to the value registered in the FFT with the first packet.

The loop-related problem of FAMTAR is solved by the TTL-based mechanism at the cost of additional operations that need to be performed by the routers. Therefore, here we discuss its costs of operation. Because the TTL field is already present in every packet and processing it is a standard router’s duty, only little new functionality is necessary. The only required action is to store the TTL value in the FFT and compare it for all packets. The amount of memory required is negligible (only 8-bit-long TTL value per flow) and the comparison processing is very quick (bit-by-bit XOR operation). Compared to other mechanisms, FAMTAR does not require extra space to store additional information. The amount of memory required is negligible. The amount of lost packets for FAMTAR was roughly the same as with legacy routing. That means that packets are not lost due to loops. Therefore, it shows that the proposed loop resolution mechanism works as expected.

UDP traffic is particularly good to demonstrate the mechanism because the flow rate of packets does not change after the failure has occurred. This means that the number of lost packets directly relates to the amount of time the connection was unavailable. TCP traffic behaves differently. Firstly, TCP does not have a controlled rate, which results in much greater (compared to UDP) number of packets generated and sent. Secondly, TCP stops its transmission when acknowledgments do not arrive. This is the reason for such a low number of packets lost. Because of that, the amount of lost packets for TCP is not a good indicator of the problem. Therefore, in further simulations, we narrowed our experiments to UDP only.

In each interface, a FIFO queue with the buffer size of 500 packets was installed. The mean time between failures (MTBF) and mean time to repair (MTTR) parameters were used to generate up and down times independently for each link. The average for MTBF varied through simulations, whereas MTTR was fixed to 1 second. The simulation time was set to 250 seconds and the warm-up time was 30 seconds. Each simulation was repeated at least 10 times to get credible results. 95% confidence intervals were calculated based on the Student’s t-distribution.

Table I presents the number of received and lost packets for MTBF equal to 10 s. The number of lost packets corresponds to the amount of time the network was unable to provide proper communication. Given the size of the simulated network, such a low MTBF means that at any given time, there are failures somewhere in the network. This is unrealistic scenario, however, it shows the mechanisms performance well.

When legacy routing is used, there are no permanent loops in the network and the non-zero value of lost packets is caused by already queued packets in outgoing queues which are lost when link goes down. When FAMTAR is enabled, much more packets are lost. This is due to the occurrence of permanent loops. Adjacent routers remove flows from their FFTs when they detect a link failure, however other routers do not do that (Fig. 1). When the TTL-based loop resolution mechanism is used, the amount of lost packets is roughly the same as with legacy routing. That means that packets are not lost due to loops. Therefore, it shows that the proposed loop resolution mechanism works as expected.

UDP traffic is particularly good to demonstrate the mechanism because the flow rate of packets does not change after the failure has occurred. This means that the number of lost packets directly relates to the amount of time the connection was unavailable. TCP traffic behaves differently. Firstly, TCP does not have a controlled rate, which results in much greater (compared to UDP) number of packets generated and sent. Secondly, TCP stops its transmission when acknowledgments do not arrive. This is the reason for such a low number of packets lost. Because of that, the amount of lost packets for TCP is not a good indicator of the problem. Therefore, in further simulations, we narrowed our experiments to UDP only.

Table I presents the number of received and lost packets for MTBF equal to 10 s. The number of lost packets corresponds to the amount of time the network was unable to provide proper communication. Given the size of the simulated network, such a low MTBF means that at any given time, there are failures somewhere in the network. This is unrealistic scenario, however, it shows the mechanisms performance well.

When legacy routing is used, there are no permanent loops in the network and the non-zero value of lost packets is caused by already queued packets in outgoing queues which are lost when link goes down. When FAMTAR is enabled, much more packets are lost. This is due to the occurrence of permanent loops. Adjacent routers remove flows from their FFTs when they detect a link failure, however other routers do not do that (Fig. 1). When the TTL-based loop resolution mechanism is used, the amount of lost packets is roughly the same as with legacy routing. That means that packets are not lost due to loops. Therefore, it shows that the proposed loop resolution mechanism works as expected.

UDP traffic is particularly good to demonstrate the mechanism because the flow rate of packets does not change after the failure has occurred. This means that the number of lost packets directly relates to the amount of time the connection was unavailable. TCP traffic behaves differently. Firstly, TCP does not have a controlled rate, which results in much greater (compared to UDP) number of packets generated and sent. Secondly, TCP stops its transmission when acknowledgments do not arrive. This is the reason for such a low number of packets lost. Because of that, the amount of lost packets for TCP is not a good indicator of the problem. Therefore, in further simulations, we narrowed our experiments to UDP only.

Fig. 3 compares the amount of retransmitted data and the mean number of hops that each packet must follow with respect to the varying MTBF. It can be observed that the amount of retransmitted data for legacy routing and FAMTAR with TTL-based mechanism is negligible. The amount of lost packets for classic FAMTAR is quite high and it grows with decreased MTBF. From the bottom plot, we can see that the mean number of hops that each packet follows slightly decreases when there are less failures in the network. Such an observation is natural. We can also observe that FAMTAR provides a bit higher hop count, however, this was already documented in [6]. The TTL-based mechanism increases the hop-count even more, yet, still the absolute number is only marginally higher than for legacy routing. Therefore, this is a very small price to pay for the loop-free possibility of multipath transmissions.
In this set of tests, we examined the proposal in a real network environment. We created a simple network with three possible paths between S and D. Each router in this network was a separate PC machine with multiple network interface cards, running our FAMTAR router software implementation. The test implementation is based on the Click Modular Router suite. The OSPF routing is provided by XORP [11].

Two scenarios were examined. Each scenario was repeated five times to obtain credible results. In each, one UDP flow from host S to D was generated, using the D-ITG [12] traffic generator application. The packet size was set to a constant of 64 bytes and the flow generated 5555 packets per second which produced roughly 3 Mbit/s. The first scenario is a network with legacy OSPF routing. In the second, FAMTAR with TTL-based loop resolution mechanism was enabled. In each run, a single link failure was emulated. It was performed by physically unplugging a network cable from the currently used Ethernet interface. Using D-ITG, we measured the number of packets dropped during the failure recovery time. Results are shown in Table II.

In FAMTAR with the TTL-based mechanism we observe only slightly greater number of lost packets compared to legacy routing which does not result in any significant difference considering loop resolution. In case of legacy routing, our routers switched paths as soon as the XORP routing demon discovered the failure. The amount of time in which this action happened varied from experiment to experiment, hence large confidence interval. In FAMTAR, also the Click application must discover the failure and erase the corresponding entries from the FFT list. In our implementation, due to Linux kernel limitations, both actions, i.e., failure discovery by XORP and Click, use different event discovery mechanisms and therefore, happen independently. The latter takes a bit more time, but its time variations are smaller. We envision that in the hardware implementation both actions would be performed at the same time and there would be no difference between the legacy routing and FAMTAR’s TTL-based mechanism.

VI. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Packets Dropped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legacy routing</td>
<td>3841 ± 631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMTAR with TTL</td>
<td>4656 ± 48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

FAMTAR’s major problem with rooting loops and failures is resolved by a TTL-based mechanism presented in this letter. The analysis shows that the mechanism is very efficient, does not interfere with any advantages provided by FAMTAR and completely eliminates the problem. On top of that, it requires little new functionality, the amount of memory required is negligible and the required processing power is low when related to other packet processing functions induced by FAMTAR.
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